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Artist and art instructor Leonardo PereznietoÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s realistic surfaces and texturesÃ¢â‚¬â€•and

his popular instructional YouTube videos on how to recreate themÃ¢â‚¬â€•have earned him millions

of views and a devoted fan base. Now, for the first time, this international sensation brings his

amazing skills to the page, teaching his drawing technique in 18 accessible, in-depth projects for

beginning and seasoned artists alike. With detailed recommendations on proper tools and materials

along with step-by-step tutorials for drawing lifelike surfaces and textures such as metals,

gemstones, flowers, water, glass, and more, this stunning book gives deeper insight into the

process of drawing astounding, true-to-life images.
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Leonardo PereznietoÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s work has been exhibited internationally in prominent museums and

galleries in cities including Florence, London, Paris, Seoul, Los Angeles, and New York. He

regularly conducts workshops and lectures worldwide, as well. His highly successful YouTube

channel, Fine Art Tips, releases a new art instruction video every Tuesday to more than 370,000

fans and subscribers. He lives in Mexico City, Mexico.

This book can teach a lot. There are short lessons on just about everything drawing. Leonardo

Pereznioto is a famous colored pencil and graphite and charcoal artist. He famous on you tube for

his awesome 3 dimensional drawings that a extremely life like. He covers a list of materials that he

uses and recommends. He has short lessons on things like light and perspective and they all have



diagrams. He doesn't spend a whole lot of time teaching you how to draw in general but gives a few

basic lessons so you can achieve those life like 3d drawings he's so famous for. The book contains

a very good amount of drawing subject matter which are all diagramed and easy to follow along.

Things that artists struggle with like metallic objects, glass, and water. This includes things like

underwater drawings, a glass of water, and water drops. He also gives lessons on two gemstones. I

highly recommend this book for any one who is a fan of his work or if your not familiar with him, then

anyone who wants to learn to draw some more difficult objects to depict. He makes it really easy to

learn and you walk away with a lot more knowledge on theseach subjects. I do think you might like

to have some art experience but he makes it so that it's not really required. I just loved doing his

projects. They were lots of fun. Sorry my pics are all sideways I didn't think to turn the camera the

otherway.

This is a fun drawing book which helps guide you through understanding how drawing works and

fun drawings to do yourself.

Fantastic! Only way to describe this book. Can't wait to get started!! Plan to frame all the gemstone

designs together and hang in my powder room. Have long wished for a book that would explain how

to draw gem stones in such a easy manner as this. How to create a "rain drop, or water droplets "

was also an asset. A Great book!! Thanks again  for this recommendation.

So I did a lot of research and this is my favorite book of its kind get it If you want to make some

beginner shiny realistic drawings. I would recommend investing in a high quality colored pencil like

prismacolor if you want to be able to do this type of artwork.

Got this very fast!!! This is an amazing book! Very good explanations on how to draw. Wonderful

examples! Im very impressed with the part on wood. Great book for one who has little experience

with drawing, and lots of things to learn, even if you have been drawing for years. Highly

recommended.

Love this book!

good



Well-illustrated, easily understood instructions and illustrations showing each stage of each drawing.
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